


Books from Colombia Catalogue:

This catalogue is a window to contemporary Colombian publishing production. 

Throughout its pages you will find a series of fiction and non-fiction books, as 

well as children’s and young adult literature. It also includes a wide academic 

and professional production recently published in Colombia, whose rights are 

available for sale. The books presented in this catalogue were selected directly 

by Colombian publishers with the aim to show the best of their production. It is 

updated every year for the Frankfurt Book Fair. 
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Since its foundation in 1996, El Malpensante has become one of the main cultural references of Colombia. Literature, cinema, music, art, architecture, design, 
politics; The wide variety of paradoxical readings contained in its pages have redefined for a generation of readers what it means to be “Malpensante” (bad thinker): 
a brand of literary pleasure; a window to access particular and profound views of culture; an innovative publishing firm, a guarantee of quality and credibility.

EDITORIAL EL MALPENSANTE

We assume that if you have this manual in your hands it is because you need it or find it useful. Well, you will no longer 
need it whenever you are able to violate most of the rules that we propose here, not only without it being noticed but with 
advantage. In fact, you would want to master them in order play with them. A paradoxical principle of knowledge is that the 
exceptions tend to be more interesting than the rules, although they depend on them to work. The inexperienced author 
incurs all exceptions without knowing it; the expert selects those that appeal to him. So, dear reader, perhaps we will give 
you something on to also live also in the exception.

About the Author 
Carlos Andrés Hoyos Restrepo is writer, columnist and founder of the magazine El Malpensante. Author of the novels: It suits 
happy people to stay at home and Vera. He is very active in his Twitter account @andrewholes

When we ask the Spanish Illustrator Javier Olivares to make a cover for us, he gave us we a man in flames. “El Malpensante 
is someone whose head is burning and makes you stand out from others with non-combustible heads,” he explained. 
Images are not a simple ornament to decorate that flammable editorial line. They are what illuminate - as that is to “illustrate” 
- the invisible threads between ideas and texts. 

About the Author 
Illustration Malpensante is an exclusive sample of the work of 55 illustrators of Colombia and around the world, and a look 
behind the scenes of the meticulous craft of editorial illustration. 20 years of the graphic history of El Malpensante in one 
book.

WRITING MANUAL
CARLOS ANDRÉS HOYOS RESTREPO

ILLUSTRATION MALPENSANTE
VARIOUS AUTHORS

Format: 14 x 21 cm.
Pages: 196
Binding: Paperback

Format: 21,5 x 27,5 cm.
Pages: 200
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact: 
Diana Castro 
dianacastro@elmalpensante.com

Rights acquisition contact: 
Diana Castro 
dianacastro@elmalpensante.com
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EDITORIAL EL MALPENSANTE

Regardless of whether it is with neckties, bicycles, or scarves, Ricardo Bada ties the everyday life of his characters to the 
milestones of the Story. With his fluent prose, travels and remembers the trails of the ships of the Rhine, a German guitarist 
in the middle of the Chilean dictatorship and the circumstances of the love and death of their characters, with a dose of 
nostalgia and humor. Four stories that cross Europe and end up in a country of South America.

About the Author 
Ricardo Bada is Spanish writer, journalist and broadcaster that live in Germany since 1963. Republican and agnostic, 
convicted and confessed, he was paradoxically named Knight of the order of Isabel the Catholic, and suffered - no less 
paradoxically - a curious medical condition called sanctification.

Nietzsche once said that his colleagues were enigmas of flesh and blood that that outperform their books. Taking philosophy 
as part of literature, the author makes an unorthodox exercise: explores the life and ideas of a good number of philosophers 
to find what they reflected about their sexual intimacy, gathering in its path a disconcerting collection of anecdotes, 
eccentricities and impotence from Aristotle and Saint Augustine, to Althusser and Žižek. 

About the Author 
Roberto Palacio is a Colombia writer and essayist. He studied philosophy and ethology, working as a professor at several 
universities. He is regular contributor to magazines such as El Malpensante or Soho. He is author of books such as: “Without 
penis there is no glory”, “To sin as God intended: sexual history of Colombians” and “Love, delirium and redemption”.

THE CAMBRIDGE SCARF
RICARDO BADA

THE EROTIC LIFE OF 
PHILOSOPHERS
ROBERTO PALACIO

Format: 11,2 x 18 cm.
Pages: 120
Binding: Paperback

Format: 12.5 x 16.5 cm.
Pages: 124
Binding: Rural

Rights acquisition contact: 
Diana Castro 
dianacastro@elmalpensante.com

Rights acquisition contact: 
Diana Castro 
dianacastro@elmalpensante.com
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EDITORIAL EL MALPENSANTE

What does it mean to be a father? While some try to answer this question in the first person, others understand it as a 
rare mystery that does not correspond to them to solve. In each chapter of this book, the question about being parents or 
children leads the authors to explore such a wide geography in landscapes as in accents: from Nebraska and Chocó, to 
New York, Valledupar, Manizales and Cambridge.

About the Author 
This book is the result of a compilation of texts written by Eduardo Halfon, Javier Ortiz Cassiani, FátimaVélez, Tim Keppel, 
André Aciman and Angel Unfried.School of Management.

PARENTS ULTIMATELY  
VARIOUS AUTHORS

Format: 12,5 x 16,5 cm.
Pages: 128
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact: 
Diana Castro 
dianacastro@elmalpensante.com
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Within this volume of acute and illuminating stories whose sum results in a novel, there are voices that win phrase by phrase 
our attention, experts in eluding reality with the excuse that routine is a failure, couples with vocation of deep disappointment. 
But above all there is the sense of humor and strangeness in the world of the narrator. 

About the Author 
Bogotá, 1974.Teacher, writer and film critic. She has participated in the “Road signs” anthologies. “Anthology of the 
Colombian story” (ArangoEditores, Bogotá, 2008), “The inhabited heart” (Algaida, Sevilla, 2010), “Bad elements” (Editorial 
Casa Tomada, Lima, 2012) and recently, with a story translated into French, in Nouvelles de Colombie.

WITH NO SUITCASES
MARGARITA SOLANO ABADÍA

PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT
DIANA OSPINA OBANDO

ÍCONO EDITORIAL
We are a one of the publishing houses that founded the Colombian Independent Publishing Network. We have over 300 printed titles available in the market, which 
range from journalism to literature, photography and plastic arts. 

In With no suitcases we seek to recognize the contributions that refugees bring to the societies in which they live, and we 
take as an example the stories of nine forced migrants, some of them loners in the middle of unexplored worlds and others 
challenging the unknown with their couples and children.

About the Author 
Margarita Solano Abadía is a Colombian journalist, nationalized in Mexico, author of the book “Violence Chronicles”, 
published by Miguel ÁngelPorrúa. Contributes to the El Espectador.

Format: 15 x 23,5 cm.
Pages: 160
Binding: Paperback

Format: 15 x 23,5 cm.
Pages: 120
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Gustavo Mauricio García Arenas 
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Gustavo Mauricio García Arenas 
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com
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Through these dramatic stories, narrated with extreme finesse and precision, Elena Li Chow shows us the private lives of a 
group of anonymous people, immersed in that gigantic region of the world that has its center of China, with its strict customs 
and its long memory, and opening a window that allows us to look what happens in its millenary streets, the strange things 
that emerge from the waters of its rivers or the symmetries that unite some characters of this cosmopolitan, but at the same 
time, traditional city of Hong Kong. 

About the Author 
She was born in Taiwan. As a child, she traveled with her family to Buenos Aires, where she learned to love the Spanish 
language. Her father’s diplomatic work then took her to Malaysia and finally to Bogotá, where the family settled. She 
graduated in Translation at the Rosario University of Bogotá. 

SLANTED EYES 
ELENA LI CHOW

Against fear reflects the courageous and solidary life of Alirio Uribe Muñoz, a human rights defender who rises from the 
humble birth to social leadership in a country like Colomibia subjected to fear, hatred and intolerance. This work also 
makes visible the strategic thinking and mechanisms of the dirty war used to promote, maintain and finance the internal 
confrontation during the last seventy years.

About the Author 
Hector Arenas studied Law and Philosophy at the Rosario University and specialized in International Relations at the Andes 
University. With a large career in teaching and in publishing, he was a professor and a researcher at the Law and Economics 
schools of the Rosario University where he also founded the Center for Latin American Studies. 

ÍCONO EDITORIAL

AGAINST FEAR: CONVERSATIONS WITH ALIRIO 
URIBE MUÑOZ
HÉCTOR ARENAS 

Format: 15 x 23,5 cm.
Pages: 424
Binding: Paperback

Format: 15 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 144
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Gustavo Mauricio García Arenas 
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Gustavo Mauricio García Arenas 
gmgarciaarenas@gmail.com
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APIDAMA
This publishing house was founded in 2002 by the poets Guiomar Cuesta and Alfredo Ocampo in order to promote women poets of Colombia. To date, it has 
published 8 anthologies and 80 poetry books. In 2007, the Library of Afro-Colombian Writers begins. In 2014, it launched the collection of Afro-Colombian and African 
Studies with the publication of 14 titles. The illustrated stories collection of Afro-Colombian children: Pelito de Chacarrás, written by the Afro-Colombian writer, Mary 
Grueso Romero, and illustrated by the Afro-Colombian, Vanessa Castillo, has been very well received in Colombia. 

This book is a song where the White Goddess prevails, like an interior fire impossible to extinguish. It is the white Goddess, 
the Goddess of the night, the Moon. The author pays tribute to her and narrates her inner transformation, in order to ascend 
the scale of light and reach it.

About the Author 
Gabriel Rodríguez Osorio was born in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia. He is an Architect-Urbanist from the Universidad 
Piloto de Colombia. He began to write poetry in the nineties. In addition, he is a columnist of the Cartagena newspaper, 
El Universal, as well as the online newspaper: Los Irreverentes. He has been Honorable Mention and finalist in several 
contests in Colombia.

Within this volume of acute and illuminating stories whose sum results in a novel, there are voices that win phrase by 
phrase our attention, experts in eluding reality with the excuse that routine is a failure, couples with vocation of deep 
disappointment. But above all there is the sense of humor and strangeness in the world of the narrator. 

About the Author 
Marga López Díaz was born in the east of Antioquia. Dedicated to dictate Literature Workshops, in different places of 
Colombia, as well as in in Managua, Lima, in Paris, Berlin, among others. She has received important recognitions as a poet, 
and for her poetry workshops and as a radio journalist. She has published 7 poetry books.

THE TRAIL OF THE NIGHT
GABRIEL RODRÍGUEZ OSORIO

SULABENA
MARGA LÓPEZ DÍAZ

Format: 17 x 23 cm.
Pages: 128
Binding: Paperback

Format: 17 x 23 cm.
Pages: 114
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact: 
Guiomar Cuesta Escobar
gerencia.apidama@gmail.com

Rights acquisition contact: 
Guiomar Cuesta Escobar 
gerencia.apidama@gmail.com
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APIDAMA

Pacho Castro was a simple man; he had the habit of chewing panela (hard brown sugar) and sucking sweets. Until one day 
a very foolish boy convinced him that the “Old man curse” was a worthless matter. Pacho went to church; he prayed to San 
Antonio de Padua and asked him for money. He heard a voice that said: “But only to chew brown sugar and suck sweets is 
why I´ll give it to you!” And he noticed a shadow under the saint’s statue.

About the Author 
Mary Grueso was born on the pacific coast of Colombia. She is a teacher of the Normal Nacional de Guapi. She has a 
degree in Spanish and Literature and specialized in Teaching Literature at the University of Quindío. Her collection of 
illustrated short stories of Afro-Colombian children, Pelito de Chacarrás-of which this short story is part-, is the first that has 
been published in Colombia with this topic and with an incredible reception in the market.

BETWEEN BROWN SUGAR 
AND SWEETS
MARY GRUESO ROMERO

These myths and legends of the autochthonous communities of Colombia were compiled by Isabel Crooke, during a 
period of twenty years of work with these communities. In this work, she has tried to compile the different details that she 
heard from the natives, from the same myth, in a single version, so that the narration becomes more fluid.

About the Author 
Isabel Crooke was born in Hitchin-Hertfordshire, England, in 1948. She is historian;archaeologist and medical doctor 
specialized in dermatology, in England. She arrived to Colombia 50 years ago, to complete her studies in Archeology. 
For seven years, she devoted herself to anthropological research, in the lower Putumayo. She has also worked as an 
anthropologist and doctor, with different indigenous groups of Colombia.

AND HOW THINGS CAME TO BE. 
COLOMBIAN INDIGENOUS MYTHS AND LEGENDS
ISABEL CROOKE ELLISON 

Format: 17 x 23 cm.
Pages: 320
Binding: Paperback

Format: 20 x 20 cm.
Pages: 32
Binding: Stampling

Rights acquisition contact: 
Guiomar Cuesta Escobar 
gerencia.apidama@gmail.com

Rights acquisition contact: 
Guiomar Cuesta Escobar 
gerencia.apidama@gmail.com
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The author delves in her artistic work on the subject of rape and the psychic transformations that this painful event entails 
in women since the year 2000. And she decided to delve into the traumatic memory and rape: “How can we represent the 
unspeakable, the seemingly unattainable trauma, with the means that art provides?” She asks.

About the Author 
Martha Amorrocho is a Franco-Colombian visual artist with two Masters. The first one in research, Arts de l’imageet du 
vivant, obtained at the University of Paris 1, Pantheón-Sorbonne, in 2016. And the second in Creation, carried out in Chelsea 
College of Arts, in London, in 1999. She works as a teacher in different universities of Cartagena.

TO THE ENDS OF THE FLESH AESTHETICS OF THE 
UNREPRESENTED. OR THE TRAUMATIC MEMORY FACING 
SEXUAL VIOLENCE. AUXCONFINS DE LA CHAIR. ESTHÉTIQUE 
DEL’IRREPRÉSENTABLE. OU LA MÉMOIRE TRAUMATIQUE 
FACEAUX VIOLENCES SEXUELLES
BILINGUAL EDITION: SPANISH- FRENCH
MARTHA AMOROCHO

Format: 22 x 31 cm.
Pages: 190
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact: 
Guiomar Cuesta Escobar 
gerencia.apidama@gmail.com

APIDAMA
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The first zombie genre book ever written in Colombia. It tells the story of a journalist, whom in the middle of the disaster 
produced by a weird virus that turns dead people into zombies, risks his life in order to interview some survivors. It all 
happens in an apocalyptic version of the city of Bogotá.

About the Author 
He studied Literature in the National University of Colombia. He specialized in Communication Sciences in the Universidad 
Autónoma of Barcelona and has a Masters degree in Education in the Universidad Externado of Colombia. He coordinates 
the Short Novel Workshop from the FCE (Fondo de Cultura Económica).

Love and desire narrated through the stories of characters trying to balance their drives and manias with social expectations 
and conditions. Barrios’ narrative has a distinctive use of humor in order to portray situations involving little personal 
tragedies.

About the Author 
He is a journalist from the Javeriana University of Colombia. He holds a Master’s degree in Cultural Studies from the New 
School for Social Research (New York, 1999) and PhD studies at the PompeuFabra University (Barcelona, 2003). He 
contributes in COLORS Magazine, Barcelona Metropolitan, Gatopardo, Arcadia, Quimera, Magazín de El Espectador. He 
won the National Short Story Award in 2011 for TíoVaina.

THEY ARE EATING THE CAT
MIGUEL ÁNGEL MANRIQUE

SIRIRÍ
FRANCISCO BARRIOS

TALLER DE EDICIÓN ROCCA

Format: 15 x 24 cm
Pages: 120
Binding: PaperbacK

Format: 15 x 24 cm.
Pages: 102 
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Roca Lynn
taller@tallerdeedicion.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Roca Lynn
taller@tallerdeedicion.com

We are a publishing house dedicated to selecting, editing and publishing titles that belong to various literary genres. Since 2005 our editorial activity has generated 
new spaces for expression and intellectual development that have allowed us to create new collections. We have focused our editorial production on supporting
new Colombian voices and emerging writers who contribute to enhance the cultural diversity of our country with their creative activity. We also publish with 
international authors.
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Violence has also been present in the poetic production of our country. This anthology gathers fifty-two poems by poets 
such as Aurelio Arturo, María Mercedes Carranza, Santiago Mutis and Andrea Bulla. The selection was made by Juan 
Manuel Roca

About the Author 
He is a Colombian poet, writer, essayist and journalist. PhD Honoris Causa from the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, 
2014. His novel “The Damn Habit of Dying” made him a finalist for the Rómulo Gallegos Award. He was the winner of the 
José Lezama Lima – Casa de las Américas Award in Cuba, 2007.

This is the author’s first novel. He set the goal of unwinding one of the first transgender fictions, where the actor loses 
his certainty about sex, and his anguished quest transforms into a sort of crime story that wanders iconic, sacred or 
cosmopolitan cities.

About the Author 
Philosopher, PhD in Compared Literature from the University of California, studies in semiotics and aesthetics in Paris. 
Director of the project “Imaginaries”, one of the strongest in urban studies internationally, for linking several cities studied 
with the ideal method of “Imagined Cities”.

THE RESTLESS HOUSE
JUAN MANUEL ROCA

SHIT AND LOVE
ARMANDO SILVA

Format: 21,5 x 13,5 cm.
Pages: 148
Binding: Paperback

Format: 15 x 24 cm.
Pages: 274
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Roca Lynn 
taller@tallerdeedicion.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Roca Lynn 
taller@tallerdeedicion.com

TALLER DE EDICIÓN ROCCA
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This novel takes us back to the Poètesmaudits: Rimbaud, Verlaine and Baudelaire. What they all have in common is the fact 
that they wrote novels or a sort of confessional or testimonial poetry in which they attempted to highlight sins rather than 
virtues. 

About the Author 
He was born in Santa Marta, Colombia. He is a bibliographical commentator in the “Sunday Reads” of El Tiempo. He has 
been the President of the National Union of Writers. Awards: “Carablea”, Barcelona. He won the Simón Bolivar Journalist 
Prize in 1990. He has the Pablo Neruda Presidential Centenary Medal of Honor. 

THE GATES OF HELL
José Luis Díaz-Granados

Format: 24 x 15 cm
Pages: 164
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Roca Lynn 
taller@tallerdeedicion.com

TALLER DE EDICIÓN ROCCA
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Alderete is fascinated by Rapa Nui and its mystery and, through a graphic journey shows the cultural richness of the 
cultures that inhabited this island, the Polynesia, the Melanesia and the Micronesia.

About the Author 
Jorge Alderete was born in Argentina in 1971. He studied Design and Visual Communication in the National University of La 
Plata. He has a long career in design and illustration; his works have been exhibited in galleries and museums all over the 
world. Black is Beltza, sis first graphic novel, was published by Rey Naranjo Editores. 

After getting his Master’s degree in the US, and because he can’t get a job, and because all he wants to do all day is sit at his 
PlayStation, Enrique Márquez Pino, a middleclass Bogotan, is forced to return to his home country, where he is to live with 
his father. Enrique believes that nothing is unattainable for a young, smart and hard-working Colombian (poor idiot). Nothing 
gets too nice for him in Bogotá, but at least he gets the chance to portray his countrymen and women.
Mother Tongue: A Bogotan Story is written in English. This is a first in Colombian Literature.

About the Author 
Juan Fernando Hincapié is a writer and translator from Bogotá. He is the author of the novel Gramática pura and the short 
story collection Gringadas. He is the first Colombian ever to translate Bram Stoker’s Dracula and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 
He is the editor of Puñalada trapera, an anthology of contemporary Colombian short stories. He lives in Bogotá and plays 
soccer whenever he can, although his knee is about to give out.

TIKE’A
JORGE ALDERETE (DR. ALDERETE)

MOTHER TONGUE: A BOGOTAN STORY
JUAN FERNANDO HINCAPIÉ

REY + NARANJO EDITORES

Format: 19 x 27 cm.
Pages: 224
Binding: Paperback

Format: 21 x 14 cm.
Pages: 144
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
John Naranjo 
john@reynaranjo.net

Rights acquisition contact:
John Naranjo 
john@reynaranjo.net

We are a small group of editors, designers, writers, photographers and illustrators who believe in the future of the book. We use our unique blend of knowledge 
and experience turning stories into memorable experiences. We write, we design, we edit and distribute books that readers will want to keep forever, without 
discriminating everything digital. 
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Who murdered Edgar Allan Poe? I a book of short stories, where great authors and characters of universal literature meet 
like: Dostoevsky, Mary Shelly and, clearly, Edgar Allan Poe. This book won the Short Story National Price of the City of 
Bogotá in 2017.

About the Author 
Miguel Mendoza Luna studied literature at the Javeriana University and holds a Master´s Degree in Creative Writing from 
the National University of Colombia. Winner of the Short Story National Price of the City of Bogotá in 2009. He teaches 
communication, literature and psychology at the Javeriana University.

THE MURDER OF EDGAR ALLAN POE AND OTHER LITERARY 
MYSTERIES 
MIGUEL MENDOZA LUNA

Juliana is a princess victim of a curse: she can’t find her true love. She travels all over her kingdom looking for her true love 
until she finds it in a very particular way.

About the Author 
Luiz Ruffato is considered one of the best Brazilian cotemporary authors. He was born in Minas Gerais, in a family of Italian 
immigrants. Since 1998, when he published his first short stories book, Ruffato has been acclaimed by the critics. He won 
the Casa de las Américas Literary Award in 2013 for his novel “Domingos Sem Deus”.

THE TRUE STORY OF LUIZ THE TOAD
LUIZ RUFFATO

REY + NARANJO EDITORES

Format: 22 x 22 cm.
Pages: 52
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 14 x 21 cm.
Pages: 116
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
John Naranjo 
john@reynaranjo.net

Rights acquisition contact:
John Naranjo 
john@reynaranjo.net
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This book is a unique field guide. It contains handmade watercolor illustrations and is the most complete guide to Colombian 
birds to date. Miles McMullan has spent a great part of his life in writing and illustrating the most complete field guide to 
birds in Colombia. This book is the result of many several trips and explorations along Colombian geography. The book is 
a must-have for bird lovers and experts. 

About the Author 
Miles McMullan was born in Ireland, but has been living in Colombia for decades. He is not biologist, nor ornithologist, he 
studied Fine Arts. He has traveled all over Colombia recording the largest possible number of birds.

FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS 
OF COLOMBIA
MILES MCMULLANFormat:14 x 21 cm

Pages: 380
Binding: Hardcover 
and Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
John Naranjo 
john@reynaranjo.net

REY + NARANJO EDITORES
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LAGUNA LIBROS

The day in which her brother told her that the Earth was round like an orange, Juanita learned how to think. With the curiosity 
of being five years old, Juanita begins to tell the story of the world that surrounds her. And she does it with the spark of a 
children’s game. When I learned how to think, published for the first time in 1962, turned Pilarica Alvear Sanín into a promise 
of the Colombian Literature. After more than fifty years, this “book of little ones written for adults”, as the author says, is 
republished.

About the Author 
Pilarica Alvear Sanín (Medellín, Colombia, 1942) is a writer, poet, healer, spiritual teacher and mystic. She is also a Priest 
in the Order of Melchizedek and a Beacon in the Net of Light. In her beginnings, she was part of the group “La Tertulia” in 
Medellín, in which Manuel Mejía Vallejo brought together the most promising young writers from Medellín. When I Learned 
How to Think was published for the first time in 1962 when she was twenty years old. Alvear lives in the north of the State 
of New York.

This a story shaped by transition. Its protagonist, as a boy, runs away from a violent entourage in Central America in 
the search of a place where to feel safe and live her sexual identity. Even though in this path she suffers abuses and 
disappointments, she also learns what friendship is. 

About the Author 
Claudia Hernández (San Salvador, 1975) has published the short story books De fronteras, Otras ciudades, Olvida uno, La 
canción del mar and Causas naturales, and the novels Slash and Burn (Roza, tumba, quema, Laguna Libros 2017), that 
is being translated into French and English, and J the verb  (El verbo J, Laguna Libros 2018), that is being translated into 
English. In 2007 she was selected to be part of the list “Bogotá 39” of the Hay Festival. 

WHEN I LEARNED HOW TO THINK
PILARICA ALVEAR SANÍN

J THE VERB
CLAUDIA HERNÁNDEZ

Format: 14 x 20 cm.
Pages: 132
Binding: Paperback

Format: 14 x 20 cm.
Pages: 192
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
María Lynch 
maria@casanovaslynch.com 

Rights acquisition contact:
María Lynch 
maria@casanovaslynch.com 

Laguna is a Colombian independent publishing house founded in 2007 which publishes books mainly of art and literature. We are interested in the history understood 
as the combination of memory and fiction. 
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In war and in peace, a woman fights without guns for her daughters. Like in the old nomadic agriculture, she slashes and 
burns so these girls always have a place to come back to.

About the Author 
Claudia Hernández (San Salvador, 1975) has published the short story books De fronteras, Otras ciudades, Olvida uno, La 
canción del mar and Causas naturales, and the novels Slash and Burn (Roza, tumba, quema, Laguna Libros 2017), that 
is being translated into French and English, and J the verb  (El verbo J, Laguna Libros 2018), that is being translated into 
English. In 2007 she was selected to be part of the list “Bogotá 39” of the Hay Festival. 

Laura, Arco and their son Hiku are a family dedicated to reading promotion on board of a Renault 4, an old car and a 
traveling library. In the journeys from the paramo to the city, they’ve had breakdowns in their car, they’ve gone across 
mountains and valleys and they’ve found new friends. This diary is a reflection about maternity, the relations —or tensions— 
between the countryside and the city, and the benefits of books and reading for communities.

About the Author 
Laura Acero (Bogotá, 1990) studied Literature at Universidad Nacional de Colombia. She works in reading promotion, and 
she is a writer and director of a workshop in the program Escrituras de Bogotá of Idartes. She leads he project Biblocarrito 
R4 based at the village El Verjón, located on the eastern hills of Bogotá. She has worked as a literature teacher in countryside 
villages like Sumapaz, Usme and Ciudad Bolívar.of the strongest in urban studies internationally, for linking several cities 
studied with the ideal method of “Imagined Cities”.

SLASH AND BURN
CLAUDIA HERNÁNDEZ

COUNTRYSIDE AND CITY JOURNEYS
LAURA ACERO

Format: 14 x 20 cm.
Pages: 352
Binding: Paperback

Format: 14 x 20 cm.
Pages: 160
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
María Lynch 
maria@casanovaslynch.com

Rights acquisition contact:
María Lynch 
maria@casanovaslynch.com

LAGUNA LIBROS
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VILLEGAS EDITORES
Villegas Editores has been a pioneer in Colombia of the creation and edition of illustrated large size books on different topics of the Colombian and Latin American 
culture. The mission of Villegas Editores has been, for more than forty years, to spread the good image of Colombia throughout its books.

This is the new condensed edition that Villegas Editores offers of the monumental work of the Architecture of the Antioquia 
colonization of Néstor Tobón Botero, published initially in the nineteen-eighties.

About the Author 
Néstor Tobón Botero is an Architect and Sociologist from the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, where he was an associate 
professor. He specialized in Urbanism from the Universitá degli Studi of Florence, Italy.

Undoubtedly, the most outstanding feature of the privileged Colombian nature is its biodiversity. And within that biodiversity, 
birds occupy the first place. In this field, the country is one of the richest in the world, with an estimated number of two 
thousand species.

About the Author 
Murray Cooper is from South Africa but lives in Ecuador since 1991. Photographer and environmental activist, he spent 
eleven years working in the conservation of tropical forests, and he could pride thim selve of having co-founded a reserve.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE ANTIOQUIA 
COLONIZATION
NÉSTOR TOBÓN BOTERO

BIRDS IN COLOMBIA
MURRAY COOPER

Format: 22,9 x 28 cm
Pages: 334
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 17.7 x 23.9 cm
Pages: 552
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact: 
Benjamín Villegas 
presidencia@villegaseditores.com  

Rights acquisition contact: 
Benjamín Villegas 
presidencia@villegaseditores.com
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to escape from the enrapture of a hummingbird. It is impeded by its graceful figure, its dazzling 
colors and the fascinating acrobatic capacity it can display in front of a flower. Of the animals that move through the air, the 
hummingbird is the one that best dominates the art of flying: forward, backward, upward, downward.

About the Author 
Murray Cooper is from South Africa but lives in Ecuador since 1991. Photographer and environmental activist, he spent 
eleven years working in the conservation of tropical forests, and he could pride thimselve of having co-founded a reserve. 

This book captures the essence of the “Natural Colombia”, represented in fifty-nine areas belonging to the National Natural 
Park Systems and the new areas under conservation. In these pages, in addition to its spectacular photographs, we will 
find life, culture and traditional knowledge and epic stories of nature itself, all told by Andrés Hurtado García, a leading 
specialist of Colombian nature.

About the Author 
The photographer Gabriel Eisenband gave up the security of his career in a successful company to devote himself to tour 
the national parks of Colombia. That’s how it goes in his new “office” capturing the most unlikely landscapes of our country.

HUMMINGBIRDS FROM COLOMBIA
MURRAY COOPER

NATURAL NATIONAL PARKS OF COLOMBIA
GABRIEL EINSENBAND

Format: 28 x 22,9 cm.
Pages: 152
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 42 x 29,5 cm.
Pages: 304
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact: 
Benjamín Villegas 
presidencia@villegaseditores.com 

Rights acquisition contact: 
Benjamín Villegas 
presidencia@villegaseditores.com 

VILLEGAS EDITORES
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PANAMERICANA EDITORIAL

Noa, a spectacled bear that loves to read and from whom everybody laughs, with his knowledge he helps Sim, an owl that 
runs away from the horror caused by the gold prospectors. But the story doesn’t end here; soon the animals of the Páramo 
will need a hero that saves their lives and their habitat. Who is it going to be?

About the Author 
The journalist, editor and cultural manager Andrés Sarmiento becomes Enrique Rojo to bring to life endearing characters 
that already make part of the new generation of the Colombian children’s Books.

Camilo and Laura are two inseparable brothers, popular at school and with dedicated parents. But the reality is darker that 
what it seems. Camilo is a drug addict. Laura feels excluded from the family and end up isolated. 

About the Author 
Antonio Ortiz was born in Bogotá in 1972. He studied English Literature at Arkansas University and has a Master’s Degree 
in Applied Linguistics from Victoria University, Canada. He has been Language teacher for almost twenty years at some of 
the most prestigious schools in Colombia. 

SIM & NOA
ENRIQUE ROJO

WHAT I NEVER TOLD YOU
ANTONIO ORTIZ

Format: 22 x 22 cm.
Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 16 x 22,5 cm.
Pages: 216
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
Fernando Rojas Acosta 
frojas@panamericana.com.co

Rights acquisition contact:
Fernando Rojas Acosta 
frojas@panamericana.com.co

Our one and only aspiration is to make books for every reader and for every occasion, to diversify their daily life and contribute to the learning process. 
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Collection of poems for early childhood gathered in five sections. These poems speak to us about the sweet and simple 
world of children, linked with their memories, feelings, love, family, pets and fantasy. 

About the Author 
Gloria Cecilia Díaz is a Colombian writer that lives in Paris, with a well-established career in Latin America and Spain. She 
has awarded the Barco de Vapor International Prize and the Ibero American Prize of Literature for Children and Young Adults 
for all her literary work. 

Lucía, by herself, found a new way of remaining silent, until one day that a hard situation forces her to react with words, which 
makes everybody happy. From that moment on, she discovers other activities she can do with her hands and especially 
with her fingers.

About the Author 
Samarys Polo Avendaño was born in Ciénaga, a little city of the Caribbean coast. She is graduated in Modern Languages 
from the Magdalena University. She won the Parker Prize in Children’s Literature in 2003. In her narrated work, she mixes 
stories of her original authorship with tales from the African oral tradition.

THE TREE THAT LULLS TO SLEEP AND 
OTHER POEMS
GLORIA CECILIA DÍAZ

STARS IN THE LUCIA’S HANDS
SAMARYS POLO

Format: 15 x 21 cm.
Pages: 64
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 20 x 22,5 cm.
Pages: 36
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Fernando Rojas Acosta 
frojas@panamericana.com.co

Rights acquisition contact:
Fernando Rojas Acosta 
frojas@panamericana.com.co
 

PANAMERICANA EDITORIAL
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EDITORIAL MONIGOTE

This book tells the story behind La cucharita, one of the most famous songs in the mountains and fields of Colombia. It is 
based on the testimony of a peasant who gave a teaspoon of bone to the singer Jorge Velosa in 1979. This book is a tribute 
to the landscape and the peasant culture of Colombia.

About the Author 
Germán is a journalist graduated from the Javeriana University of Bogotá. He was editor at Kienyke web portal and at 
Donjuan magazine. Today he is Content Editor at the Ministry of Education and a Journalism teacher. But he is happier 
when he writes fiction stories.

The Spirit of the Moors tells the story of Edward Mackenzie, a Scottish explorer who came to Colombia in 1900, in search 
of the lost El Dorado treasure. During his treacherous journey, Mackenzie found himself in a sacred land watched over by 
ancient muisca guardians that introduce him to their rules of origin.

About the Author 
Celso Román is one of the most renown children and young adult authors in Colombia. He has been awarded the ENKA 
National Award, the ACLIJ Award, and the Norma-Fundalectura Latin American Award for Children’s and Young Adult 
Literature.

THE LITTLE SPOON
GERMÁN IZQUIERDO MANRIQUE

THE SPIRIT OF THE MOORLAND
CELSO ROMÁN

Editorial Monigote publishes illustrated books about the cultural, oral and bio diverse heritage of Colombia and the world. We are interested in buying rights for 
illustrated books on environmental issues. We sell the translation rights of the following titles: Tiny spoon: story of a song; and The Spirit of the Moore, a story about 
the journey of Edward Mackenzie in search of El Dorado. We also publish graphic novels and narrative. Rigorously edited, our books become objects of desire.

Format: 18 x 20 cm
Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 20 x 26 cm.
Pages: 140
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
Mauricio Gaviria
contacto@editorialmonigote.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Mauricio Gaviria
contacto@editorialmonigote.com 
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Three explorers –A, B, and C– start a journey to discover a creature that supposedly inhabits the nether world. The details of 
their adventure –including the enigmatic end– is uncovered through a journal that came to the hands of this book’s compiler –
he claims– on a warm night. The calligraphy on the pages, seemingly indecipherable, needed the intervention of a translator 
and an illustrator to decipher its message: the first-person narrative of the discovery of a never-before-seen world.

About the Author 
An empirical draftsman, painter, illustrator, writer, and editor, Juan David holds a Master’s Degree in Visual Arts with a focus 
on graphic design at the Javeriana University of Bogotá. His books are rich in images, as he seeks to transport his readers 
into other worlds free of the laws of ordinary logic. He has self-published many of his work and has participated in book fairs 
in various cities of Colombian.

Every word counts in this poetic narrative that builds a bridge between two apparently opposite realities. Hate is as possible 
as love in our attempt to know what united us in essence. The key seems to lie on the thread that binds us, which define the 
possible distance and, at the same time, are the channel that we cross when we are back.

About the Author 
The author holds a Social Communication-Journalism degree from the Pontificia Bolivariana University of Medellín. She is 
a writer and an editor. For ten years she ran the company Clap Publicaciones. Her book “Mil orejas”, received the Bologna 
Ragazzi Award in the New Horizons category in 2015.

THE DISCOVERY OF MOLGORIA AND 
THE JOURNAL OF C.
JUAN DAVID QUINTERO

48 WORDS
PILAR GUTIÉRREZ

TRAGALUZ EDITORES

Publisher: Tragaluz Editores
Format: 16,5 x 23 cm.
Pages: 48
Binding: Paperback

Format: 10 x 29.5 cm.
Pages: 32
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Pilar Gutiérrez 
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Pilar Gutiérrez 
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

We are a colombian independent publishing house. Since 2005 we publish books that are attractive because of their designs and contents, books where every detail
matters. We make books that take the readers back to their first children’s books, those where the act of reading was an experience of every sense. Our mission is to
make books that our readers can go back to that first reading, where everything was new, surprising and involved a new discovery. 
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Benjamin looks at his father with distrust convinced that he has been possessed by an alien. To try to repair the 
damage, his mission is to discover the circumstances in which he waskidnapped the alien force. He won’t rest until he 
discovers it. However, the truth is not what he expected. This novel was the winner of the 3rd edition of the Tragaluz 
Writing Contest in 2016. 

About the Author 
Juliana holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Journalism at the Javeriana University, and a Master’s Degree in Creative Writing 
at the New York University. The book 24 signs to discover an alien was included in the White Ravens Catalogue in 
2017. She is a columnist of “El Espectador” and professor of the Master’s Degree in the Creative Writing at the Central 
University.

24 SIGNS TO DISCOVER AN ALIEN
JULIANA MUÑOZ

The tales of this book are connected by an unbelievable story: two sisters, Eufrasia and Teodolinda, created a series 
of curious objects to sale by catalog. They promised their extraordinary inventions would solve all sorts of problems; 
however, once received, the products only brought chaos into the lives of those who bought them. These adventures 
went public after the company bankrupted. 

About the Author 
With studies in Audiovisual Communication at the Universidad de Antioquia, José Andrés has been awarded three 
Medellín Mayor’s Office’s grants for Artistic Creation in the category of Children’s Literature. He also won a grant from 
“Fondo para el Desarrollo Cinematográfico” to direct the short film “El otro lado”, which was premiered during the 
Official Selection of the 2014 Cartagena Film Festival. He has been the director of Cine club Cinema Zombie in Medellín 
for fifteen years.

THE MAXWELL CATALOGUE
OF CURIOUS OBJECTS
JOSÉ ANDRÉS GÓMEZ

TRAGALUZ EDITORES

Format: 13,5 x 19 cm.
Pages: 120
Binding: Hardcover

Format: 13.5 x 19 cm.
Pages: 124
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
Pilar Gutiérrez 
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Pilar Gutiérrez 
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com
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This book gathers five short stories under an excuse: they are chronicles that were supposedly written by a journalist who 
visited several newspapers and magazines with such bad luck that never got to published them. Altogether, these stories 
celebrate the strange and implausible form reality takes when we look closely at it.  

About the Author 
With studies in Audiovisual Communication at the Universidad de Antioquia, José Andrés has been awarded three Medellín 
Mayor’s Office’s grants for Artistic Creation in the category of Children’s Literature. He also won a grant from “Fondo para el 
Desarrollo Cinematográfico” to direct the short film “El otro lado”, which was premiered during the Official Selection of the 
2014 Cartagena Film Festival. He has been the director of Cine club Cinema Zombie in Medellín for fifteen years.

THE NOTEBOOKS OF DOCTOR 
CALAMAR
JOSE ANDRÉS GÓMEZ

Format: 13,5 x 19 cm.
Pages: 184
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
Pilar Gutiérrez 
pgutierrez@tragaluzeditores.com

TRAGALUZ EDITORES
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TIEMPO DE LEER

This is a story that impacts the reader because of its message about the need to care for the environment and avoid its 
contamination so that the animal species are not at risk of extinction.

About the Author 
Born in Bogota; Bachelor studies in biology at the Francisco José de Caldas University and a minor in Creative Writing at 
the Javeriana University. She has extensive experience in the areas of research and education in various ecosystems and 
regions such as: the Amazon, Orinoco and Caribbean. 

This book of stories for children has accompanied me in the promotion of reading in workshops, reading circles and literature 
classes with children, adults and teachers. Thus, I have observed that the stories of Baquero have a literary recognition by 
many readers … I dare to say that the “Rey de la salsa” is one of the irreplaceable works of Colombian children’s literature.

About the Author 
Graduated in Philosophy and languages, he got a Master’s Degree in Teaching from the Valle University. He is a university 
professor, and has dedicated his life to the creation of texts and books; which led him to win an Honorable Mention in the V 
Short Story Contest, New Press - 1995. He is also the author of books such as Tales of midnight and Teachers, Hegemony 
and Counter Speech. 

EMERGENCY IN THE GRANDE RIVER
JHOANA BARBOSA

THE KING OF THE SAUCE
PEDRO BAQUERO

Editorial Tiempo de Leer is a business and cultural effort of educators to contribute to the school success of children and young adults, and to improve the 
quality of education in the country. The main objectives of the publishing house are summarized in the offer of children’s and young adult’s literature, school 
materials and physical and virtual educational formats; implementing a model in which the editorial and pedagogical quality are protagonists; the exaltation 
of human values and respect for our natural resources. 

Format: 23 x 22 cm.
Pages: 80
Binding: Paperback

Format: 12 x 21 cm.
Pages: 64
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Villarreal 
direccioncomercial@tiempodeleer.com 

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Villarreal 
direccioncomercial@tiempodeleer.com
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This is a book-workshop, illustrated for learning to play and whose main thread is the family room. Their images recreate the 
primary space of socialization, inviting both children and adults to recover the rites of friendly coexistence, trust, conversation 
and daily sharing.

About the Author 
María Alejandra Daza has a degree in Graphic Design and has been in a process of training in children’s illustration and 
image research. In addition, she’s designed and illustrated publications and images aimed at the publishing sector. 

Tanka is a cat that explores the world with its innocence and curiosity. He is a friend who stands out for his expressiveness 
and personality. The stories of Tanka are narrated and illustrated in a simple way; Designed to stimulate the development of 
children in their first years of life.

About the Author 
He is a writer and a designer. He has participated in the writer’s workshop of the Central University -Teca- 2010 and the 
literary creation workshop of the National University. Author of “El sótano del edificio y otras historias” in 2012. He published 
“Fue música” y “Una noche de esas” in the Antilla News magazine of Spain in 2007 and “Hostal” in the online magazine La 
Canalla Condal of Sapin in 2008.

LIKE YOU OWNED THE PLACE
MARÍA ALEJANDRA DAZA

TANKA COLLECTION
ANDRÉS PASCUAS CANO

Format: 18,5 x 18,5 cm.
Pages: 76
Binding: Paperback

Format: 16 x 16 cm.
Pages: 14
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Villarreal 
direccioncomercial@tiempodeleer.com

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Villarreal 
direccioncomercial@tiempodeleer.com

TIEMPO DE LEER
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It is a wonderful story that combines the innocence of the human being that begins to live with the wisdom acquired over the 
years; The reality of animal domestication, with the mystery and fantasy of mythological beings. Horse is a song of freedom, 
an allegory of courage, a work of affections and feelings.

About the Author 
Argentinean author based in Uruguay, expert in literature for children and young adultswith an Animation Postgraduate 
Degree on reading and writing at the Córdoba University of Argentina. Writer and member of AULI (Uruguayan Association 
of children’s literature); and academic member of PIALI (International Program of Approach to Children’s Literature) since 
2010.

HORSE
MARÍA LUISA DE FRANCESCO

Format: 14 x 21cm.
Pages: 64
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Daniel Villarreal 
direccioncomercial@tiempodeleer.com

TIEMPO DE LEER
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Elena is a young girl trapped in a monotonous world, until one day vague memories in her dreams make her go on a journey. 
Her adventure begins on a train and takes an unsuspected course. In her hands lays the life of a forgotten young man and 
saving the world from evil. 

About the Author 
Ingrid Abisambra was born in Villavicencio (Colombia) in 1974. She had a long carrier in the hotel industry in Europe. She 
moved to Madrid in 2008 and began to take courses in creative writing. In 2011, she decided to quit her job and pursue a 
career as a writer. Later she moved to Brussels where she wrote her first novel. 

In Yarumal -town in the mountains of Antioquia covered by fog-, lives Leopoldo. His life with his mother, his brother Mauricio 
and his aunt Luna makes its way peacefully. Nevertheless, this peace ends the day Leopoldo and his friend Nelson are 
witnesses -by ear- of a terrible crime committed in the invisibility of the fog. 

About the Author 
Albeiro Echavarría was born in 1963 in Bello, Antioquia (Colombia). He worked as a general editor and director of newscasts 
in Bogotá and Cali. After many years in journalism, he decided to pursue a career in writing and dedicate full time to writing. 
He has published more than fifteen titles.

DIMENSION OF OBLIVION 
INGRID ABISAMBRA

THE FOG COULDN’T HIDE IT
ALBEIRO ECHAVARRÍA

Loqueleo is an imprint with more than 200 titles in its backlist and its part of Santillana publishing group. It operates in Colombia, but also in Argentina, Spain, 
Mexico, among many other Spanish speaking countries. We publish picture books, novels, poetry and theater for children and young adults. Among the 
authors we publish are Roald Dahl, Michael Ende, Arnold Lobel, Marina Colasanti, María Teresa Andruetto, Yolanda Reyes, to name a few. 

LOQUELEO

Format: 14 x 21,5 cm.
Pages: 360
Binding: Paperback

Format: 14 x 21,5 cm.
Pages: 264
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
María González 
amgonzalez@santillana.com
Ximena Godoy 
xgodoy@santillana.com

Rights acquisition contact:
María González 
amgonzalez@santillana.com
Ximena Godoy 
xgodoy@santillana.com
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Sometimes, in art, everything comes together and it’s not easy -it doesn’t really matter either- to determine the frontier that 
separates poetry from music or from painting. Something like that happened here, where two people that didn’t know each 
other met to explore, in different languages, the heart of a tree.

About the Author 
She is and author of poetry, theater and prose. She won the National Poetry Prize in 1994. In May of 2011 she won the XI 
Casa de América for American Poetry Price for her book Explicaciones no pedidas (Unsolicited explications).

POETRY FOR CHILDREN 
THE HEART OF THE TREE
PIEDAD BONNETT

In the valleys of golden sander gathers the narrative work of Estercilia Simanca. The stories that compose this volume are of 
unusual beauty with the mythological force and symbology of the wayuus, in the Guajira region. Simanca is inspired by this 
to produce her own and authentic voice.

About the Author 
Estercilia Simanca was born in the indigenous community of El Paraíso in 1975. She’s a lawyer graduated from Simón Bolívar 
University of Barranquilla. She has been a writer since she was very young. Estercilia Simanca’s work has contributed to the 
academic research of indigenous authors. 

IN THE VALLEYS OF GOLDEN SAND 
ESTERCILIA SIMANCA PUSHAINA

LOQUELEO

Format: 14 x 21,5 cm.
Pages: 104
Binding: Paperback

Format: 20,5 x 22 cm.
Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover

Rights acquisition contact:
María González 
amgonzalez@santillana.com
Ximena Godoy 
xgodoy@santilla.com

Rights acquisition contact:
María González 
amgonzalez@santillana.com
Ximena Godoy 
xgodoy@santillana.com
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In a poor neighborhood, two siblings live a difficult childhood. Unattended by their mother, they live with their grandmother, 
who’s authoritarian character chases them. Until one day, they find a hen, so frail, and, besides, mute. The animal will give 
meaning to their lives.

About the Author 
Francisco Montaña was born in Bogotá in 1966. Philologist specialized in French Language. He studied screenplay writing 
in the International Film Institute in Moscow. He has dedicated a big part of his life to writing.

THE MUTE
FRANCISCO MONTAÑA

Format: 14 x 21,5 cm.
Pages: 92
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
María González 
amgonzalez@santillana.com
Ximena Godoy 
xgodoy@santillana.com

LOQUELEO
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These texts rebuilt different moments in the development of a local printed culture, which has been delineated by state 
policies, transnational mobilities and many agents and productions that activated relevant changes within the cultural space 
of Colombia. 

About the Author 
The publication of this book is the result of a collaborative effort by the authors Diana Paola Guzmán, Paula Andrea Marín, 
Juan David Murillo and Miguel Ángel Pineda Cupa of the Jorge Tadeo Lozano University; and the Regional Center for the 
Promotion of Books in Latin America and Caribbean, CERLALC.

This book is based on observation and scrutiny of the practices of the workshop and aims to unravel what happens and 
germinates in the meeting of teachers with students in fundamental subjects of beginning of the career of Graphic Design 
such as typography and composition. The 32 notes are written and designed to disturb and move sensitivities, to generate 
questions and to initiate conversations in the hope that they will captivate and engage their readers to become excited about 
what they do and profess by practicing their doing, being genuine disciples, designers.

About the Author 
María del Rosario Gutiérrez studied Graphic Design at Taller Cinco Bogotá (1983). She has a Bachelor’s Degree in Visual 
Communication at the University of the Pacific in Chile (2006); a Master’s Degree in Humanities with a major in History of Art 
at the University for development in Chile (2007). And has been teaching since 1986, first in Colombia and for 11 years in 
Santiago de Chile. . 

READERS, PUBLISHERS AND PRINTED CULTURE 
IN COLOMBIA: XVI-XXI CENTURIES AUTHORS
VARIOUS AUTHORS

FROM THE WORKSHOP: 
32 NOTES FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING
MARÍA DEL ROSARIO GUTIÉRREZ, MAGDALENA MONSALVE AND MARILUZ RESTREPO

UNIVERSITY  JORGE TADEO LOZÁNO

Format: 17 x 24 cm.
Pages: 500
Binding: Paperback

Format: 17 x 27,5 cm.
Pages: 288
Binding: Paperback

Rights acquisition contact:
Sandra Guzmán 
sandra.guzman@utadeo.edu.co

Rights acquisition contact :
Sandra Guzmán 
sandra.guzman@utadeo.edu.co

Our imprint seeks to consolidate the social and cultural impact with the normalization of academic publications in different formats.
We want that the knowledge validated by specialists in arts and sciences finds a place in the development of professionals, experts and people interested in all fields 
of knowledge in which the University contributes to society with its leadership in the pedagogical, scientific, and creative aspects. 
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The Divine Child is an essentially religious image, which embodies goodness, purity and Christian piety, recognized at 
simple sight and highly appreciated even among those who are not devotees; it’s identified as an autochthonous and very 
popular cultural element. This research indicates cases in which the image of the Divine Child is reflected in items such as 
backpacks, watches, caps and as the corporate identity of some commercial establishments.

About the Author 
Carlos Andrés Arango Lozano currently coordinates the consultancies of the School of Advertising thanks to his professional 
experience that goes from the digital and analogue photographic production, through the production of digital television, to 
the strategic and usable design of website developments and multimedia.

To see lovingly in spite of everything, is a product of experience, affection and a deep conviction in the possibilities of seeing 
and drawing. From a few authors, and from the resonances between them, Francisco López introduces us the passion for 
drawing, understanding that it is a loving, perceptive and enchanting practice beyond any technical issue.  

About the Author 
Francisco López Arango is a plastic artist; He has received prizes in visual arts salons and national and international 
competitions, and he received an individual creation scholarship from the Colombian Institute of Culture in 1993 after being 
selected for the First Visual and Visual Arts Biennial organized by the Gilberto Alzate Avendaño Foundation in 2010. 

I SHALL REIGN: THE DIVINE CHILD IN 
ADVERTISING COMMUNICATION
CARLOS ANDRÉS ARANGO LOZANO AND JAIRO ROBERTO SOJO GÓMEZ

TO SEE LOVINGLY IN SPITE OF 
EVERYTHING
FRANCISCO LÓPEZ ARANGO

Format: 22 x 20 cm.
Pages: 174
Binding: Paperback

Format: 19 x 19 cm. 
Pages: 140
Binding: Paperbac

Rights acquisition contact :
Sandra Guzmán 
sandra.guzman@utadeo.edu.co

Rights acquisition contact:
Sandra Guzmán 
sandra.guzman@utadeo.edu.co

UNIVERSITY  JORGE TADEO LOZÁNO
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As far as it is possible to remember, human beings have always been inclined to gather objects that would not only accompany 
them during their lifetime, but even after their deaths. This is evidenced by the discoveries of funerary monuments and 
tombs in which the human remains appear surrounded by pieces that were part of their daily routines or that could have 
been useful in their transit to another life or in this one (with a clear magical and religious meaning).

About the Author 
Curators: Paula Jimena Matiz López, María Constanza Villalobos Acosta and Juan Francisco Hernández Roa. Museum 
concepts: Guillermo Andrés Rodríguez Ruíz. Photographs: the University of Bogotá Jorge Tadeo Lozano; the Banco de la 
República Art Museum, the National Museum of Colombia (The Ministry of Culture) and the Colonial Museum (The Ministry 
of Culture).
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EDITORIAL EAFIT

The voice of that narrator who portrays her “they” is given to us in stories that reveal little pieces of the female experience of 
seeing the masculine, sometimes with nostalgia, tenderness, sensuality, annoyance, devotion, nonchalance.

About the Author 
Sandra Castrillón is a Psychologist with a Master´s Degree in Psychoanalytic Research. Winner of the seventh version of 
the Chamber of Commerce Short Story Contest of Medellín, 2006. She is currently a professor at the Antioquia University 
Medical School.

In the sixties, when Colombia was still a rural country and its literature addressed the blood of the land as a scene of 
violence, Fanny Buitrago appeared with her powerful voice warning about the decision of not giving the world a break. 

About the Author 
She was born in Barranquilla. Won the National Theater Award of Cali, the Villa de Avilés Prize (Asturias) and the Felipe Trigo 
Prize (Villanueva de la Serena) in the short story genre.
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EDITORIAL EAFIT

Behold, dear friends of mine, the story of the adolescence of whom you once loved so much but no longer exist. For a long 
time I have told you to wait for these pages. After writing them, they have seemed pale and unworthy to be offered as a 
testimony of my gratitude and affection. 

About the Author 
Jorge Isaacs was an assiduous collaborator of varies national newspapers and directed the Liberal and Escolar Program 
of the city of Popayán; we know about the novelist, the poet, the polemicist, the playwright, but little we know about his role 
as a journalist and chronicler.

MARÍA 1867 – 2017
JORGE ISAACS

The author resolves issues unexpectedly and presents us with a secret universe where the destiny of the characters is 
defined by other wills. In this book we are facing a selection of disturbing stories because of their language but, at the same 
time, this language renews our faith in this narrative genre

About the Author 
Elkin Restrepo is a poet and short story writer. His narration has been developed through poetry. His poems have achieved 
the recognition of readers because of his ability to name the world.
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This book is the extension and a complement of “Cuando nada concuerda”, a book of 2013 that I dedicated to the recovery 
of the days of my first pleasant and solitary contacts with books, and to the remembrance of the beginning of my friendship, 
in 1957, with the “Nadaist” of Medellin.

About the Author 
Eduardo Escobar was a founding member, along with Gonzalo ArangoAmílcar Osorio, of the “Nadaist” movement of 
Colombia; Director of the first magazine of “Nadaism”, “La viga en el ojo”; Permanent collaborator of “Nadaísmo 70”, the 
last magazine of the movement.
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Our Constitution enshrines the principle of political pluralism. Evidence thus the existence of different ways of administering 
justice within the national territory. The Wayúu normative system is one of those other ways. In this work we intend to 
demonstrate that these different ways of administering justice are true systems; they are not simple customs and traditions. 

About the Author 
Nicolás Polo Figueroa holds a PhD in Philosophy from the University of Iowa and a Masters in linguistics from the Valle 
University of Colombia; Philologist of the Libre University of Bogotá; Researcher of the Joaquín Aarom Manjarrés group of 
the Sergio Arboleda University of Santa Marta; Director and editor of Verbum magazine in the United States.

These essays are crossed by humanistic sensitivities, which find their justification in giving continuity to the institutional 
philosophy of the Sergio Arboleda University, specifically to its founding principle of Humanism, and grant the university 
world -now immersed in business logic and its cost-benefit model- humanistic approaches to learning.

About the Author 
Ph.D in Bioethics from El Bosque University of Bogotá; Ph.D. in  Humanities and Humanism from the San Buenaventura 
University; Master´s in Teaching and University Research with an emphasis in philosophy from the Sergio Arboleda 
University.  Master’s in Advanced Studies in Spanish and Latin American Literature from the Barcelona University. 
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Colombia embarks the road towards peace and to achieve it, it is essential to eliminate the anti-personnel mines; these 
weapons mutilate dreams and sow terror in more than 700 municipalities of the country. The truth of the mine-clearance 
process presents a complete analysis of this problem and proposes a strategy for the identification and neutralization of 
these devices that would allow the communities to return to their territories in conditions of security and full guarantees of 
non-repetition.

About the Author 
Andrea Ortega Torres is lawyer specialized in international law of armed conflicts in and criminology and magister in human 
rights and democratization. She is a special adviser in matters of peace, security and national defense.

The author covers profound subjects on the adventure and evolution of the Cervantes language. Describes how, from the 
voyages of Columbus, which opened the way into the Spanish colonization of the New World and then of the Philippine 
Islands, in Southeast Asia, the dominant language of the Spaniards, the Castilian language, embarked the road towards 
universalization. A process that makes it one of the most talked about in the world, enriched with voices and locutions 
adopted from the vernacular cultures with which it established contact.

About the Author 
Belisario Betancur is a lawyer, humanist and politician, president of Colombia from 1982 to1986 and historical promoter of 
peace dialogues in Central America and Colombia. 
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This book analyzes, in chronological order and in simple terms, the major events and fortunes associated with the 
management of the Colombian economy throughout the 20th century and in the first two decades of the 21st century. With 
a focus on political economy, this book emphasizes the way in which institutions and political environments have influenced 
economic policy decisions and the behavior or response of the market

About the Author 
Roberto Junguito studied at the Andes University of Bogotá. He traveled to the United States where he did doctoral studies 
in economics at Princeton University, and then several courses at the London School of Economics and Political Science 
and the “Université libre de Bruxelles”. He was Minister of Finance and Public Credit from 2002 to 2003. 
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The Power, Violence, Citizenship and Agency program responds to the need for cooperation agencies, and change agents 
working in situations of chronic violence and fragility, to move from a perspective focused mainly on the State to one more 
interested in the citizenship. Through a series of case studies that used qualitative research and action research in five 
different violent contexts, the project critically investigates the scope and content of citizen action in violent contexts.

About the Author 
Jesús Alfonso FlórezLópez is the current Dean of the Faculty of Humanities of the Autónoma de Occidente University. His 
lines of research and publications include themes of religiosity and territory in Pacific communities, Human Rights and Afro-
descendant and indigenous communities, peace and post-conflict in Colombia.Rosie McGee is an Interdisciplinary social 
scientist trained in development studies. Her work focuses on accountability, transparency and openness in governance; 
the use of technologies in governance; power relations and citizen engagement. 

We are witnessing urban violence on a daily basis: violence against gender diversity, extortion, control over citizens, 
confinement in neighborhoods or communes, control or instrumentalization of juvenile gangs, corruption and struggle for 
control of territory and illegal markets. This book is a socio-historical work that invites us to make a comparative reading of 
the violence in Barranquilla, Buenaventura, Cali, Medellín and Bogotá, between 1980 and 2013.

About the Author 
Álvaro Guzmán Barney has a degree in Sociology from the Javeriana University; a Masters and a Ph.D. in Sociology from the 
New School for Social Research in New York City. He is currently the Director of the Ph.D. program in Sustainable Regions 
of the Autónoma de Occidente University. His lines of research and publications include topics of collective action and state 
formation, urban violence and crime, public policies and citizen security.
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VIOLENCE IN FIVE COLOMBIAN CITIES, AT THE END OF THE XX 
CENTURY AND THE BEGINNING OF THE XXI CENTURY.
ÁLVARO GUZMÁN BARNEY
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This volume of the series of books about the Evolution of the Armed Conflict in Colombia and Latin America, becomes a 
reading document for the analysis of the history of the peace process that led to the demobilization of the Farc. Paradoxically, 
the book begins with the story of the battle in which Alfonso Cano is dismissed, which some analysts considered, in 2011, as 
a fact that would move the FARC away from a negotiation process, since, in his last public appearances, this guerrilla leader 
expressed his willingness to work on a political solution to the conflict and was willing to dialogue.

About the Author 
Harold José Rizo Otero is a lawyer specialized in labour law from the Javeriana University. Likewise, he holds a Masters in 
Industrial Administration from the Valle University; a Master of Arts in Political Sciences from the University of Notre Dame 
and Ph.D. in Political Science from the same institution. Since 1992 he has been working in different administrative and 
academic areas of the Autónoma de Occidente University.

EVOLUTION OF THE ARMED CONFLICT IN 
COLOMBIA AND LATIN AMERICA. VOLUME IV
HAROLD JOSÉ RIZO OTERO

The Questioned University: Dimming of Training and Experience, seeks to organize and systematize some of the problems 
that the current university has in relation to three singular topics: pedagogy, training and experience. Putting together the 
teaching problems, in relation to these three variables, meant making and rehearsing a shared effort that we now collect 
as a book. This publication, in turn, produced a state of the art and avoided both the commonplace expediency and the 
anachronistic outlets.

About the Author 
This book Is a compilation of essayswrittenby Martínez Boom, Alberto; Cadena Castillo, Sonia; de la Rosa Alzate, Adriana; 
Orozco Tabares, Jhon Henry; SKLIAR, Carlos Bernardo; Jiménez Bonilla, Ana Lucía; Torres Valdivieso, María Eugenia; 
Álvarez Cano, Ana Milena; Cajigas Romero, Margot; López Osorno, Jaime; Otero Meléndez, Jaime; Recalde Morillo y Darío 
Esteban.
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The Spanish-speaking world, which can be argued, is the second largest linguistic group of the population on the planet, 
contains an incredible variety of people, who inhabit a diverse geography, produce a large amount of goods and services 
and make contributions of a very high level to science, arts, literature and music. As a backdrop to all this, there is a dynamic 
population that requires rigorous study and analysis. 

About the Author 
Harold Enrique Banguero Lozano is an Economist from the Valle University. He holds a PhD. in Social Economy from the 
University of North Carolina. He currently works as a full-time teacher and Director of External Relations of the Autónoma 
de Occidente University. Likewise, he is the author and co-author of 16 books in the areas of planning and development, 
population and development, demographic analysis, among others.
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This book addresses the discussion that equates development with economic growth and aims, from other perspectives and 
theories, to overcome the hegemonic and official discourse of development; doing it from the complexity of the “Community 
of Life”.

About the Author 
Bernardo Alfredo Hernández Umaña is Doctor of Law from the Complutense University of Madrid. Master’s Degree in 
International Cooperation for Development from University of Burgos, University of León, University of Salamanca and 
University of Valladolid; Specialist in Constitutional Law from the National University of Colombia. 

This book reveals to the reader how the so-called “false positive” killings have not been the result of military errors, nor 
of isolated actions of individuals belonging to the Military Forces, but constitute a systematic practice that implicates the 
commanders of brigades, battalions and tactical units. 

About the Author 
Omar Eduardo Rojas Bolaños is a Sociologist with a Master’s Degree in Public Safety, specialist in Human Resource 
Management, specialist in Security, specialist in Police Service. He has been a professor in different universities and is 
currently a researcher at the- Ieshfaz - of the University of Santo Tomás. Fabián Leonardo Benavides Silva is a Historian 
with a Master’s Degree in Anthropology and History from the National University of Colombia. He coordinates the Center of 
Socio-Historical Studies Fray Alonso de Zamora at the University of Santo Tomás. 
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BERNARDO ALFREDO HERNÁNDEZ UMAÑA

EXTRAJUDICIAL EXECUTIONS IN COLOMBIA 2002-2010: BLIND 
OBEDIENCE IN FICTIONAL BATTLEFIELDS
OMAR EDUARDO ROJAS BOLAÑOS Y FABIÁN LEONARDO BENAVIDES SILVA.

Ediciones USTA is the publishing house of the Santo Tomás University, the first university cloister in Colombia. With more than 40 years of experience, its 
production reaches 100 copies a year, making it one of the university presses with the longest trajectory in the country. 
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War shave motivated and forged certain systemic changes of the international order to the point of establishing rules of 
engagement for combat to lead to the creation of modern states. In this sense, the author argues that terrorism can also act 
as a driving force in international architecture. 

About the Author 
César Augusto Niño González holds a Ph.D. in Current Issues from the International Law of the Alfonso X El Sabio University 
of Spain; a Master’s Degree in National Security and Defense of the Superior School of War of Colombia; Professional in 
Politics and International Relations at the Sergio Arboleda University. 

Where does treatment and intervention begin for victims, in the accompaniment methodologies or in their theories or ideas? 
Around this reflection revolves Episteme of the victimhood as a broad analysis on the production of victimology and the 
discourse on the victims.

About the Author 
Óscar Fernando Acevedo Arango is a consultant and methodological advisor of the National Conciliation Commission; 
consultant in organizational and community development. He has been a teacher and professor at the Universities of 
Antioquia, Pontificia Bolivariana, EAFIT, Javeriana, Rosario and Santo Tomás.
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It is necessary to make a theological reflection capable of articulating the experience of the men of our time with the Good 
News of Jesus Christ. This vision of the theological work as mediation between faith and culture, as well as a dialogue 
between the Church and the world, is expressed in this book from the particular context of the victims of the Colombian 
armed conflict.

About the Author 
Franklin Buitrago Rojas, O. P holds a PhD in Theology from the Catholic University of Louvain of Belgium; A Master´s Degree 
in Pastoral Theology from the Dominican Institute of Canadá and a Master´s Degree in Philosophy from the Javeriana 
University of Colombia. 
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In the last decades there has been an important development in the research of social sciences. From an epistemological 
perspective, these disciplinary fields have been constituting disciplines that overlap each other in their assumptions and 
ways of approaching their subjects of study.

About the Author 
Pablo Páramo holds a Ph.D in Psychology from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York and a Master´s 
Degree of Science from the University of Surrey (England). He has developed his academic activity in social research and 
in training of researchers. 
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EDITORIAL UNIVERSIDAD DE ANTIOQUIA 

The present text has the purpose of offering the non-indigenous readers the widest possible collection of elements that make 
part of the oral tradition of the Katio literature. 

About the Author 
Luis Fernando Vélez Vélez was a theologian, lawyer and an anthropologist. He was a Law School professor at the University 
of Antioquia since 1969. At the time of his death, he was chairing the Permanent Committee for the Defense of Human 
Rights.

The opening phase of Patricia Nieto’s extraordinary book, The Chosen, went round and round in my head –and also in my 
heart- during the entire reading: “In the charity pavilion the spiders tensed their silk threads and you can only hear the sound 
of a little bird chirping”. 

About the Author 
Patricia Nieto is a well-known Colombian journalist. She has a bachelor’s degree in Journalism and Social Communication, a 
Master’s in Political Science from the Antioquia University, and a PhD in Communication Studies from the National University 
of La Plata, Argentina. She works as a professor at the Antioquia University. She has published the books “El sudor de 
tufrente” in 1998; “Llanto en el paraíso” in 2008” and “Relatos de unacierta Mirada” in 2012. She has received several 
national and international awards for her work in Journalism and Social Sciences. 
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Poetry is read differently than prose, because, as Mark Strand once said: “Poetry stimulates a sense of self and not a sense 
of the world.” This means that when reading a poem we savour every word, every verse, opened to every image.

About the Author 
Piedad Bonnett has a degree in Philosophy and Literature from the Andes University and a Master’s degree in Theory of Art 
and Architecture from the National University. She has published eight books of poems and several anthologies.

First Anthology of Colombian Prose Poems comes to cover a debt that the academic and editorial institutions have with a 
genre whose presence in our literature has a long history, yet, has never received the attention it deserves which is revealed 
in the lack of of studies dedicated to its critical analysis. 

About the Author 
Fredy Yezzed has a degree in Modern Languages from the La Salle University and a professional in Literary Studies from 
the Javeriana University.
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And what a construction of characters Carrasquilla does! They are manifestations of this endless human struggle between 
gods and demons; They are, at the same time, the most visible spiritual traces left by the difficult process people goes 
through when it comes to building a culture.

About the Author 
Tomás Carrasquilla is one of the main authors of Antioquian and Colombian literature, creator of an original work with its own 
aesthetic criteria. An accomplished reader and a prolific writer, author of novels, short stories, literary criticism and essays.
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This symbolic novel reflects the necropolis Colombia has been throughout its history. Although The Violence of the fifties is 
a very important figure in the novel, the main character “El Cóndor” has such a descriptive force, that he has becomes one 
the most important personalities of Latin American literature.

About the Author 
Gustavo Álvarez Gardeazábal is Doctor Honoris Causa in Literature (2011 – Valle University); Contributes to various 
newspapers of Colombia. For several years he had an essential role at the show “La Luciérnaga”, by Caracol Radio. His 
work is the subject of study in the universities of North America. 

This is a provocative, irreverent and aggressive novel that allows us to have a perspective of the multiple variants of the 
human condition. Desperate and brutal, it reveals with impudence the world of homosexuality among priests, with its 
aberrations, possibilities and tragedies.

About the Author 
Gustavo Álvarez Gardeazábal is Doctor HonorisCausa in Literature (2011 – Valle University); Contributes to various 
newspapers of Colombia. For several years he had an essential role at the show “La Luciérnaga”, by Caracol Radio. His 
work is the subject of study in the universities of North America. 
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Autobiographical essay of Rodrigo Arenas Betancourt, one of the most outstanding sculptors in Colombian History; This 
book has an admirable plasticity in the language due to the deep reflections of the human condition and the sincere 
exhibition of pain and joy.

About the Author 
Rodrigo Arenas Betancourt was born in the municipality of Fredonia, Antioquia, in 1919. He worked for the famous sculptor 
Bernardo Vieco. Most of the main cities in Colombia have statues sculpted by Arenas. 
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ESCUELA COLOMBIANA 
DE INGENIERÍA

This book is intended to satisfy the existing needs in the field of construction materials for civil works in Colombia, since it 
documents traditional and new test, and provides the user with as many tools as possible to help him understand the utility 
of the trial.

About the Author 
Marfa Molano is pursuing a PhD in Engineering at the Friedrich Alexander Erlangen-Nuremberg University - Germany, 
focused on building materials. Nancy Torres is a Professor and researcher of the Colombian School of Engineering in the 
assessment guidelines and repair of concrete structures.

LABORATORY PRACTICES OF MATERIALS FOR CIVIL 
ENGINEERING WORKS
MARFA CAROLINA MOLANO CAMARGO Y NANCY TORRES CASTELLANOS
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The University press of the Colombian School of Engineering was created in 1994. For more than two decades it has established the production and commercialization 
of technical books. In recent years it has widened its field of activities, initially focused on engineering, to venture into the areas of economics, administration and 
mathematics.
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